
Lenzing partners with JDA to create an extremely 
accurate digital supply chain that optimizes both profits 
and sustainability

Based in Austria, the Lenzing Group supplies high-quality specialty fibers to 
the global fashion industry. Its botanic cellulose fibers, which support the 
production of textile and nonwoven products, are known for their innovative 
properties, including a reduced environmental impact when compared to 
traditional materials.

“The fashion industry is the second largest polluter on a worldwide basis,” 
noted Robert van de Kerkhof, chief commercial officer for Lenzing. “Not only 
do the production processes generate waste, but the end products are  
typically not biodegradable — and are rarely recycled. Lenzing’s goal is to 
leverage innovation in both our products and processes to minimize our 
environmental impact, while still meeting the dynamic needs of our customers 
and the end consumer.”

Driving Process Innovation via Technology Innovation
To achieve this objective, Lenzing partnered with JDA to implement JDA® 
Sales & Operations Planning across its production operations, as well as its 
sales, marketing and finance activities. 

The company’s goal was to create an extremely accurate end-to-end planning 
process that matches demand and supply very precisely — minimizing 
inefficiencies and maximizing profitability. JDA Sales & Operations Planning 
addresses these needs by taking a cross-functional approach to integrated 
business planning that unites all the moving parts across the supply chain with 
a shared focus to meet demand across markets, with an eye on both 
immediate and long-term strategic goals. 

OBJECTIVE

Connect demand forecasting, sales planning and 
operations planning via digitalization — creating 
an extremely accurate, efficient end-to-end 
supply chain.

JDA SOLUTION

• JDA® Sales & Operations Planning (S&OP)

JDA SERVICES

• JDA Consulting

• JDA Strategic Services

• JDA Cloud

REAL RESULTS

• 50% reduction in planning and decision-
making time

• Increased visibility — leading to greater 
forecast accuracy and better decisions

• Improved profitability and resource utilization

• New level of cross-functional alignment and 
employee buy-in

CASE STUDY

Fashioning a 
Transformation



This implementation represented the first step of a 
digital transformation for this 80-year-old business. 
Existing commercial tools, such as Excel 
spreadsheets, and manually intensive processes 
were replaced with a specialized solution built to 
manage the complexity of Lenzing’s worldwide 
business model. Cross-functional teams were 
brought together for the first time in an agile, 
collaborative process, working with a single set of 
data that is shared across the business. 

This new level of transparency and visibility helped 
Lenzing stakeholders understand the needs of both 
customers and end consumers, creating a more 
accurate forecast — and, ultimately, a much more 
agile and responsive supply chain. With a new level 
of decision support, as well as cross-functional 
alignment, Lenzing has been able to successfully 
transform its S&OP process, fueling its growth  
and leadership position while also driving  
operational efficiencies.

By relying on JDA Cloud, Lenzing was able to 
quickly launch JDA Sales & Operations Planning and 
begin realizing a return on investment. In fact, the 
company rapidly reduced its planning and decision-
making time by 50%, thanks to the JDA solution’s 
what-if tactical planning capabilities. In addition, 
profitability was improved as critical resources were 
allocated to the most financially promising markets 
and product applications. As forecasting accuracy 
improved, waste was minimized and the entire 
supply chain became leaner. 

The Importance of  
Cultural Transformation
Van de Kerkhof pointed out that a digital 
transformation doesn’t begin and end with a 
software implementation. “It’s not enough to have 
the right tools in place,” he said. “You need to get 
employees excited about using the tools — and 
about the concept of transformation in general. 
People are always going to be comfortable with the 
way things are now. Making a change means 
creating discomfort and aiming for a larger goal.”

To support the software launch, Lenzing relied on 
the expertise of JDA Consulting and JDA Strategic 
Services, which have helped thousands of 
companies match a software deployment with the 
cultural transformation that’s required for success.

“JDA’s consultants helped us to first create a vision 
of the radical transformation, then share it with our 
employees,” van de Kerkhof explained. “With 
assistance from JDA, we created a roadmap and 
invited people to join us on the journey. Then we 
empowered our employees to find their own way to 
make the digital transformation happen. We needed 
their creativity to drive innovation. The sense of 
ownership that resulted became a huge factor in  
our success.”   

“  Not only did JDA deliver the best-in-
class digital technologies Lenzing 
needed — but JDA also understood 
our overall business challenges and 
goals. JDA’s experts ensured that the 
new processes and supply chain 
model would set the stage for long-
term success, both financially and in 
terms of our commitment to 
environmental stewardship. And they 
made sure our employees believed in 
the vision and made it happen.” 

Robert van de Kerkhof
Chief Commercial Officer
The Lenzing Group 
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According to van de Kerkhof, JDA was the ideal partner 
for driving this business transformation. “Not only did 
JDA deliver the best-in-class digital technologies 
Lenzing needed — but JDA also understood our overall 
business challenges and goals,” stated van de Kerkhof. 
“JDA’s experts ensured that the new processes and 
supply chain model would set the stage for long-term 
success, both financially and in terms of our 
commitment to environmental stewardship. And they 
made sure our employees believed in the vision and 
made it happen.” 

A Circle Economy: The Ultimate 
Transformation
Based on their successful implementation of JDA Sales 
& Operations Planning, van de Kerkhof and other 
executives at Lenzing are excited about the potential to 
transform not only their own business, but the entire 
fashion industry, via digital technologies.

“By the time a consumer purchases a garment, six or 
seven companies have participated in making and 
shipping it,” van de Kerkhof noted. “We want to expand 
our connectivity and collaboration beyond our business, 
by forming closer relationships with our supply chain 
partners. Advanced technology can help us do that.”

Van de Kerkhof’s long-term vision is even more 
ambitious. “Given the lack of recycling in the fashion 
industry, today we are asking, ‘How can we use finished 
garments as raw materials? How can the consumer 
become the materials provider?’ By creating a circle 
economy, we can connect the entire value chain and 
truly minimize our environment impact,” he stated.

“It’s an ambitious goal, but our experience with JDA 
has shown us what can be achieved when you combine 
digital and cultural transformation,” concluded van de 
Kerkhof. “It’s exciting to think about the possibilities.”
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